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hesis, structures, and chiroptical
properties of helical cycloparaphenylenes†

Juntaro Nogami,a Yuki Nagashima, a Kazunori Miyamoto, b Atsuya Muranaka,c

Masanobu Uchiyamabc and Ken Tanaka *a

Planar chiral carbon nanorings and nanobelts (CNRs and CNBs), the sidewall segment molecules of chiral-

type carbon nanotubes (CNTs), have attracted attention owing to their characteristic chiroptical properties.

From the appropriate CNTs, axially or planar chiral CNRs and CNBs have been designed and synthesized,

but multiply helical sidewall segments were almost unexplored due to the difficulty in simultaneous

control of multiple chiralities. In this article, we have succeeded in the perfectly diastereo- and

enantiocontrolled catalytic synthesis of a cycloparaphenylene with four helical and two planar chiralities

showing good chiroptical responses as chiral organic molecules. The perfectly stereocontrolled multiply

helical structure was confirmed by a single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. The experimental and

theoretical studies established the importance of the highly symmetric multiply helical structure in the

cylindrical axis in obtaining good chiroptical responses.
Introduction

Carbon nanorings1 and nanobelts2 (CNRs and CNBs), the
sidewall segment molecules of carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
have attracted attention for their unique characters, derived
from their curved and strained structures.3 Recently, chiral
CNRs and CNBs have also attracted attention owing to their
characteristic chiroptical properties, such as enhanced
responses in electronic circular dichroism (ECD) and circu-
larly polarized luminescence (CPL).4 So far, the following
chiral CNRs and CNBs embedding congurationally stable
non-centro chirality have been designed by cutting out the
appropriate sidewall segments from the CNTs, and their
bottom-up syntheses were accomplished. For example, Isobe
designed planar chiral CNRs, as represented by CNR a5

(Fig. 1A), by cutting out the congurationally stable arene
units,4b,5,6 and Miao/Chi designed CNBs possessing doubly
stranded planar chiral arene units.2c Itami,7 Swager,8 Isobe,9

Müllen,10 and Mazaki11 designed axially chiral CNRs, as
represented by CNR b,7a by cutting out the congurationally
stable biaryl units (Fig. 1B). Our research group designed
planar chiral cyclophenylenes (CPs), as represented by CP c,12
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by the introduction of asymmetric substituents into the
achiral CPs (Fig. 1C). Although some complicated chiral
CNRs9d and CNBs2c are accompanied by [4]helicene units on
their peripheries as subsidiary components, CNT segments
with congurationally stable [n]helicene units (n $ 5) have
not been reported. Recently, Segawa and Itami disclosed the
design and the strain energy of helicene-containing CNBs,
but the synthesis of these theoretically predicted molecules
has not been achieved.13 Furthermore, no studies have been
reported on the chiroptical properties caused by the helical
chirality of the chiral CNRs and CNBs. Concerning the
synthesis, chiral CNRs were oen obtained as mixtures of
stereoisomers because non-enantioselective aryl–aryl
couplings were used.1 Although the use of chiral cholesterol
stearate could afford CNR a with 17% ee,5 and the kinetically
controlled Scholl reaction and thermal epimerization could
afford the planar chiral CNB2c and CNR b,7a respectively, as
a single diastereomer, their highly enantioselective
syntheses have not been achieved. On the other hand, our
research group synthesized CP c12 with 98% ee by the
rhodium-catalyzed intramolecular alkyne cyclo-
trimerization,14 which demonstrated the high utility of
alkyne cyclotrimerization for the enantioselective synthesis
of chiral CNRs and CNBs.15,16

In this article, we report the perfectly diastereo- and enan-
tiocontrolled catalytic synthesis (>99% ee) and good chiroptical
responses of multiply helical cycloparaphenylene (CPP) (Sp,Sp)-
(M,M,M,M)-1a with four helical and two planar chiralities,
which is designed by cutting out congurationally stable helical
units from the armchair-type CNT (Fig. 1D). Experimental and
theoretical studies revealed the importance of the highly
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Chiral sidewall segment molecules of CNTs. (A) Planar chiral
CNR a.5 (B) Axially chiral CNR b.7 (C) Planar chiral CP c.12 (D) Multiply-
helical CPP 1a (this work).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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symmetric multiply helical structure in the cylindrical axis to
realize the observed good chiroptical responses as chiral
organic molecules.
Results and discussion
Diastereo- and enantioselective synthesis

The synthetic route to [12]CPP 1b as well as [8]CPP 1a is shown
in Fig. 2. The palladium-catalyzed Sonogashira-coupling of
known diiodide 2 and terminal alkyne 3 afforded tetrayne 4, and
the subsequent acid hydrolysis afforded bisphenol 5 in 82%
yield from 2. Bispropargylation of 5 with dibromide 6 generated
dodecayne 7a and octadecayne 7b in 12% and 6% yields,
respectively. Pleasingly, the intramolecular four sequential
cyclotrimerizations of 7a proceeded at 40 �C by using a cationic
rhodium(I)/(S)-H8-BINAP catalyst to give [8]CPP (Sp,Sp)-
(M,M,M,M)-(�)-1a with four helical and two planar chiralities as
a single diastereomer with 96% ee and 36% yield, although the
room temperature reaction was sluggish. Screening of axially
chiral biaryl bisphosphine ligands revealed that decreasing the
dihedral angle linearly increases the ee value [dihedral angle:
H8-BINAP (75�) > BINAP (74�) > Segphos (66�),17 ee value: H8-
BINAP < BINAP < Segphos] and the use of (S)-Segphos generates
1a with >99% ee and 40% yield, which corresponds to 80% yield
in each cyclotrimerization. As with 1a, the intramolecular six
sequential cyclotrimerizations of 7b also proceeded at 40 �C and
the use of (S)-Segphos generated (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-
(�)-1b with the highest ee value of 62%. Although a trace
amount (ca. 5%) of another diastereomer [presumably
(Sp,Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M,M,M)-1b] was generated, this diaste-
reomer could not be isolated in a pure form. This ee value was
lower than that of 1a, but the yield was improved to 59%, which
corresponds to 92% yield in each cyclotrimerization. In these
reactions, complex mixtures of by-products were generated
presumably as a result of the competitive intermolecular side
reactions.
Structural analyses

(Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a gave a relatively simple 1H NMR spectrum
due to its highly symmetrical structure (D2 symmetry in solu-
tion) (Fig. 3A). Three singlet peaks are observed in the aromatic
region, one of which (pink) corresponds to the S-shaped
helicene-core and the other two (red and blue) to the p-phe-
nylene unit. If the p-phenylene rings rotate smoothly on the
NMR time scale, red and blue hydrogens should be equivalent
and afford one singlet peak. The obtained 1H NMR spectrum
indicates that the rotation of p-phenylene units is suppressed,
which results in the inner proton (blue) and the outer proton
(red) placed in different magnetic environments affording two
singlet peaks.

On the other hand, compound 1b gave a more complicated
1H NMR spectrum shown in Fig. 3B. There are two possible
diastereomers, (Sp,Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M,M,M)-1b and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-
(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b, of which (Sp,Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M,M,M)-isomer
(D3 symmetry) should have the same number of 1H NMR peaks
as those of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a. However, the observed 1H
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7858–7865 | 7859



Fig. 2 Rhodium-catalyzed diastereo- and enantioselective synthesis of CPPs with helical and planar chiralities. THP ¼ 2-tetrahydropyranyl. p-
TsOH ¼ p-toluenesulfonic acid. DMF ¼ N,N-dimethylformamide. cod ¼ 1,5-cyclooctadiene. a Calculated dihedral angles of Ru/ligand
complexes shown in ref. 17.
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NMR has more peaks, suggesting that 1b has non-uniform
multiple chiralities. Six singlet peaks in the aromatic region
(6.6–8.0 ppm) and 12 doublet peaks in the methylene region
(4.5–5.2 ppm) were observed, which match the number of 1H
NMR peaks of the C2-symmetrical (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-
Fig. 3 1H NMR spectra of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a (A) and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M

7860 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7858–7865
isomer. In the 13C NMR spectrum, the six alkyne peaks (75–90
ppm) of precursor 1b disappeared, and the same number of
peaks appeared as expected in the (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-
isomer. (51 peaks in the aromatic region, 6 peaks in the meth-
ylene region, and 12 peaks in the n-Bu region). 2D NMR (NOESY,
,M,M,P,P)-1b (B).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of (�)-1a. (A) ORTEP drawings (top: top view, bottom: side view) showing thermal ellipsoids at 50%
probability. (B) Packing structures (left) and bimolecular interactions (right).

Fig. 5 Stability of the chiralities of (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b in
(CH2Cl)2.
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COSY, HMBC, and HSQC) were also recorded to increase the
reliability of the structure, and all the above NMR analysis data
conrm the formation of (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b.

A single crystal of (�)-1a, in which one molecule of CH2Cl2 is
subsumed inside presumably due to the strong CH/p inter-
action (2.79 Å), was obtained by slow diffusion of n-hexane into
a CH2Cl2 solution of (�)-1a, which was synthesized by the
cyclotrimerization of 7a using (�)-BINAP. Its crystal structure
was determined by a single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis
(Fig. 4). All four helical units have the same chirality, and this
CPP has an ellipse shape (major diameter ¼ 11.7 Å, minor
diameter¼ 9.1 Å) with two greatly curved S-shaped helical units,
which is in sharp contrast to the circle shape of unsubstituted
[8]CPP.3a The conformation of the two p-phenylene units e and f,
sandwiched between the S-shaped helical units, is not parallel
but a V-shaped conformation (Fig. 4A). For the packing struc-
ture, each of the P-isomer and the M-isomer forms an inde-
pendent columnar structure, and they are arranged alternately
with C–H/O interactions between adjacent columns (Fig. 4B).
Although we failed to obtain chiral single crystals of 1a and 1b,
the absolute congurations of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-(�)-1a and
(Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-(�)-1b could be conrmed by
comparison of the experimental ECD spectra of (�)-1a and
(�)-1b, and theoretical ECD spectra of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-
1a and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-Me6-1b (Fig. S10--S13†).

The stability of chiralities in 1a and 1b was examined by
heating the solution of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-
(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b. No epimerization and racemization was
observed for (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a even at 110 �C in toluene for
16 hours due to its stable planar and helical chiralities. In
contrast, the racemization of (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
gradually proceeded even at 60 �C in (CH2Cl)2 (Fig. 5). The
formation of a trace amount of an epimerization product
[presumably (Sp,Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M,M,M)-1b, diastereomeric
ratio¼ ca. 30 : 1] was detected at 80 �C in (CH2Cl)2 for 19 hours.
The difference in the stability of chirality between 1a and 1b
depends on the ring strain. The strain energy of 1b (DH ¼
�43.9 kcal mol�1) is smaller than that of 1a (DH ¼
�62.9 kcal mol�1) (Fig. S7 and S8†), which results in the lower
chiral stability of 1b than 1a. Concerning the thermodynamic
stabilities of two possible diastereomers (Sp,Sp,Sp)-
(M,M,M,M,M,M)-1b and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b, DFT
calculation revealed that (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b was
slightly more stable than (Sp,Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M,M,M)-1b (DG ¼
0.55 kcal mol�1). (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b was generated at
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7858–7865 | 7861
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a higher ratio (>12 : 1) than its thermodynamic stability
(calculated ratio¼ 2.4 : 1) because no epimerization proceeds at
the reaction temperature (40 �C), and the cyclotrimerization
reaction proceeds with kinetic control. The fact that the dia-
stereomer of 1b, in which three planar chiralities are not
Fig. 6 Photophysical and chiroptical properties. (A) Absorption (solid line
and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b (blue) in CH2Cl2 at 25 �C. ECD (B) and
(P,P,P,P)-1a: blue] and 1b (broken line) [(Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b: red
the energy diagrams of (M,M)-8, (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-1a, (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(
moments of (M,M)-8, (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-1a, (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P

7862 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7858–7865
identical, was kinetically predominant is consistent with the
previously reported triply twisted Möbius molecules.18 On the
other hand, (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b was obtained from 7b
with signicantly lower ee value (6 2% ee) than (Sp,Sp)-
(M,M,M,M)-1a (>99% ee) derived from 7a. Since 1b was
) and fluorescence (broken line) spectra of [(Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a (red)
CPL (C) spectra of 1a (solid line) [(Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a: red, (Rp,Rp)-
, (Rp,Rp,Sp)-(P,P,P,P,M,M)-1b: blue] in CH2Cl2 at 25 �C. (D) Calculating
M,M,M,M,P,P)-Me6-1b, and [8]CPP. (E) Calculating the transition dipole
,P)-Me6-1b, and (R,R,R,R)-9.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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congurationally stable at the reaction temperature of 40 �C
and perfect enantioselectivity (>99% ee) was observed in our
previously reported enantioselective synthesis of a double [6]
helicene-like molecule by the rhodium-catalyzed intra-
molecular cyclotrimerization of a triyne,19 the racemization
process might be included during the sequential cyclo-
trimerization of 7b.
Photophysical and chiroptical properties

Absorption and uorescence spectra of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a
and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b are shown in Fig. 6A, and the
data are summarized in Table 1. 1a and 1b showed absorption
up to the nearly visible region with absorption maxima at
420 nm and 386 nm, respectively. These wavelengths are much
longer than the maximum absorption wavelengths of unsub-
stituted CPPs, which have absorptionmaxima at around 340 nm
regardless of the ring-size. 1a and 1b showed yellow green and
blue green uorescence and their uorescence maxima are
514 nm and 486 nm, respectively, and thus uorescence peak-
shis in comparison with unsubstituted CPPs are moderate
([8]CPP: 533 nm [12]CPP: 450 nm).3a Fluorescence quantum
yields of 1a and 1b are 40% and 48%, respectively, and the yield
of 1a is notably higher than that of [8]CPP (FF ¼ 10%).3a These
optical properties may be derived from the S-shaped helical
structures because those are close to the values of not the CPPs
but our previously reported S-shaped double [6]helicene-like
molecule (labs ¼ 361 nm, llum ¼ 466 nm, FF ¼ 48%).20

To understand the above optical properties, DFT and TDDFT
calculations of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-1a and (Sp,Sp,Rp)-
(M,M,M,M,P,P)-Me6-1b were performed using Gaussian 16 at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory (Fig. 6D). HOMO/HOMO–1 and
LUMO/LUMO+1 of Me4-1a pseudodegenerate, and HOMO–2/
HOMO–1/HOMO and LUMO/LUMO+1/LUMO+2 of Me6-1b also
pseudodegenerate. These pseudodegenerate molecular orbitals
show good agreement with energy levels and orbital shapes of
the partial structure, S-shaped double helicene-like molecule
(M,M)-8. The p-phenylene spacer hardly contributes to the
Table 1 Photophysical data of 1a and 1b

Compound labs,max
b (nm)

(Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1aa 420
(Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1ba 386

a In CH2Cl2 (1.0� 10�5 M) at 25 �C. b labs, max: longest wavelength absorpti
maximum. e FF: uorescence quantum yield. The excitation wavelengths

Table 2 Chiroptical data of 1a and 1b

Compound [a]25D
d [M]25D

e

(Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a (>99% ee)a �3357� �45 7
(Rp,Rp)-(P,P,P,P)-1a (>99% ee)b — —
(Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b (62% ee)a �466�c �952
(Rp,Rp,Sp)-(P,P,P,P,M,M)-1b (62% ee)b — —

a In CH2Cl2 (1.0 � 10�5 M) at 25 �C. b In CH2Cl2 (1.1 � 10�5 M) at 25 �C. c

optical rotation (¼ M[a]25D /100). f gabs: CD dissymmetry factor. g glum: CPL

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
electronic structure of HOMO and LUMO (Fig. 6D, S3, and S4†),
which diminishes the CPP character. The HOMO / LUMO
transitions in Me4-1a and Me6-1b are allowable, which are
different from the symmetry-forbidden HOMO / LUMO tran-
sitions of the CPPs. These transitions have large oscillator
strengths like 8 and correspond to the longest wavelength
absorption bands. However, as with the CPPs, the HOMO–
LUMO energy gap decreases in this order, 8 (3.67 eV) > Me6-1b
(3.50 eV) > Me4-1a (3.33 eV), as the bend increases as shown in
Fig. S7 and S8,† which is consistent with the experimental fact
that 1a has an absorption maximum in the longer wavelength
region than 1b.

Next, chiroptical properties of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-1a and
(Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-1b were also measured (Fig. 6B and C),
and the data are summarized in Table 2. The molar optical
rotation, [M]25D , is extremely large for both 1a and 1b, especially 1a
showed a value exceeding 45 000 degree, which is as large as that
of [11]helicene.21,22 The existence of multiple identical helicities
in the molecule may induce this large optical rotation value.
Their ECD and CPL spectra exhibited mirror images corre-
sponding to the enantiomers. The dissymmetry factor of ECD
(gabs) and CPL (glum) of 1a are 0.0095 and 0.0049, respectively,
which are twice as large as those of our previously reported planar
chiral CP c,12 although these values are smaller than those of
cyclochrysenylene4a and cycloanthracene.4b However, the gabs and
glum values of 1b, possessing mixed P/M chirality, are 0.0027 and
0.0017, respectively, which are smaller than those of 1a.

The structure–chiroptical property relationship was also
examined by TDDFT calculations (Fig. 6E). The gabs value is
expressed by the following equation, in which m, m, and q are
the electric transition dipole moment, magnetic transition
dipole moment, and the angle between m and m, respectively.

gabs ¼ D3ðlÞ
3ðlÞ ¼ 4R

D
¼ 4jmjjmjcos q

jmj2 þ jmj2

From the above equation, it is necessary to reach q ¼ 0� or
180� (cos q ¼ � 1) and jmj/jmj ¼ 1 to realize a high gabs value.
3max
c (M�1 cm�1) lem,max

d (nm) FF
e

31 300 514 0.40
62 500 486 0.48

onmaximum. c 3max: molar extinction coefficient. d lem, max: uorescence
of 1a and 1b are 420 nm and 390 nm, respectively.

gabs
f/10�3 (wavelength) glum

g/10�3 (wavelength)

00� �9.48 (461) �4.92 (512)
+9.58 (462) +4.95 (512)

0�c �2.74 (422)c �1.67 (490)c

+2.90 (424)c +1.97 (488)c

Values are calculated as 100% ee. d [a]25D : optical rotation. e [M]25D : molar
dissymmetry factor.

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 7858–7865 | 7863
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Thus, it is important to align m andm in parallel and enhance jmj,
while conventional chiral organic molecules have negligible jmj.
To date, ideal topologies have been found in planar chiral
cylindrical carbon nanohoops4,5 and highly symmetric multi-
helicenes.23,24 The TDDFT calculation of partial structure (M,M)-8
revealed that undesirable large m is generated in the direction
perpendicular to the C2 axis in the S0 / S1 transition, and q is
also undesirable (69�). On the other hand, in the S0 / S1 tran-
sition of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-1a, ideal small jmj and large jmj
as well as ideal q (180�) are generated. Thus, the symmetrical
arrangement of S-shaped helical units improves the gabs value.

According to the decomposition analysis by Isobe,6d m of
(Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-1a can be divided into two mlocal of two
S-shaped helical units, and mlocal can be expressed schematically
as the m of (M,M)-8. The symmetrical arrangement of two mlocal

in the z-axis results in the ideal q value (180�). However, in
(Sp,Sp,Rp)-(M,M,M,M,P,P)-Me6-1b, q becomes 117� because
three mlocal lose symmetry in the z-axis. From the above
discussion, the hypothetical molecule (R,R,R,R)-9, correspond-
ing to the twisted [8]CPP unit of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-1a,
would have a small m value while maintaining the ideal q value.
Indeed, the TDDFT calculation of 9 revealed that the parallel
arrangement of m and m is maintained, and jmj/jmj is signi-
cantly larger than that of (Sp,Sp)-(M,M,M,M)-Me4-1a. Thus, it is
expected that a molecule with excellent chiroptical responses
can be created if a method for inducing and stabilizing the
multiply helical CPP structure with appropriate dihedral angles
like (R,R,R,R)-9 can be developed.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have achieved the perfectly diastereo- and
enantiocontrolled catalytic synthesis of cycloparaphenylene
(CPP) 1a containing two double [5]helicene-like molecules, the
structure of which was conrmed by a single-crystal X-ray
diffraction analysis. A CPP containing three double [5]
helicene-like molecules has also been synthesized, although
the ee value was moderate. The stability of chiralities in 1a and
1b were examined by heating the solution of 1a and 1b, which
revealed that no epimerization and racemization were observed
for 1a even at 110 �C, whereas the racemization of 1b gradually
proceeded even at 60 �C. CPP 1a showed good chiroptical
responses, such as the large molar optical rotation ([M]25D ¼
45 700�), and the dissymmetry factors of ECD (gabs ¼ 0.0095)
and CPL (glum ¼ 0.0049). The experimental and theoretical
studies established the importance of the highly symmetric
multiply helical structure in the cylindrical axis in obtaining
good chiroptical responses. Finally, we proposed that the
hypothetical multiply helical molecule (R,R,R,R)-9 would show
excellent chiroptical responses hence the method for inducing
and stabilizing this multiply helical CPP structure with appro-
priate dihedral angles can be developed.
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